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Abstract 
In this paper we propose a simple framework based on first-order logic, for the design and 
decomposition of abstract domains for static analysis. An assertion language is chosen that 
specifies the properties of interest, and abstract domains on that assertion language are defined 
to be suitably chosen sets of assertions. Composition and decomposition of abstract domains 
is facilitated by their specification in assertion form. In particular, the operations of reduced 
product and disjunctive completion are formalized in this framework. Moreover, the notion of 
(conjunctive) factorization of sets of assertions is introduced, that allows one to decompose 
domains into 'disjoint' parts. We illustrate the use of this framework by studying typical abstract 
domains for ground-dependency and sharing analysis in logic programming. @ 1999 Elsevier 
Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
AMS Classification: 68Q40; 68N17; 03B70 
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! .  Introduction 
In the theory of abstract interpretation [12], abstract domains are (computer) repre- 
sentations of  properties. The semantics of an abstract domain is given by a function 
called concretization, that maps elements of the abstract domain into elements of  a 
'concrete domain'. Two fundamental aspects of the study of  abstract domains are the 
investigation of  representations supporting efficient implementations, and the compara- 
tive study of the properties represented by abstract domains. This paper is concerned 
with the latter aspect. 
In the standard approach the design phase is not clearly distinguished from the rep- 
resentation one. In general, once the concrete domain is chosen, a representation f an 
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abstract domain is directly defined by means of a suitable lattice structure quipped 
with a concretization function. Then the image of the abstract domain under its con- 
cretization function is used to study its properties, as well as for comparing the domain 
with other ones (with respect o the same concrete domain). There are two equivalent 
techniques for the study and comparison of the properties represented by abstract do- 
mains (cf. [12]): Galois connections, where an abstract domain is a complete lattice 
together with a Galois connection (or insertion) that relates the abstract domain with 
the 'concrete' one; and closure operators, where an abstract domain is identified with 
the image of a suitable closure operator on the 'concrete' domain. For instance, Galois 
connections are used in [12] to define the notion of domain abstraction for embedding 
one domain into another one, and in [11] to define the notion of domain quotient for 
extracting from a domain the part that describes a given property. Closure operators 
have been used in two recent works [8, 18] to define the notions of domain pseudo- 
complementation a d disjunctive basis, for studying the 'inverse' of the operators of 
reduced product and of disjunctive completion. In particular, in [8] a notion of domain 
decomposition is introduced, and pseudo-complementation is used for decomposing 
abstract domains. 
The aim of this paper is to introduce a framework for the design and study of abstract 
domains. We adopt the setting of first-order logic, because it is a familiar formalism 
for specifying as well as for reasoning about properties. The idea is to define abstract 
domains in assertion form, and then to use 'isomorphic' copies in some other lattice 
structures as representations for the implementation. Note that by working in first-order 
logic we have to restrict o the study of finite domains, since only finite conjunctions 
and disjunctions are allowed. This choice is motivated by the fact that the majority 
of abstract domains used in abstract interpretation are finite, like all the well known 
abstract domains for ground-dependency and sharing analysis in logic programming. 
Nevertheless, one can easily generalize the framework in order to deal also with infinite 
domains, by considering an infinitary logic, where also countable conjunctions and 
countable disjunctions of formulas are allowed (cf. [23]). 
In order to define a specific instance of our first-order logic framework for the 
design and study of abstract domains, one has to make two choices: (1) the set, say 
V, of syntactic objects (generally a subset of the variables of the considered program) 
to be analyzed; and (2) the first-order assertion language, say ~o, for specifying the 
properties of V one wants to study. Thus V is (identified with) a set of the variables 
of 5e. An abstract domain is defined to be a suitably chosen set of assertions, whose 
free variables are contained in V. In this way, only the information on the objects of 
interest (i.e., of V) is taken into account. 
Composition of abstract domains can be performed at the assertion level in the 
following way: the reduced product of two domains consists of all the conjunctions 
of their assertions, and the disjunctive completion of a domain consists of all the 
disjunctions of its assertions. Moreover, in order to decompose abstract domains, we 
introduce the notion of (conjunctive) factorization of sets of assertions, where domains 
are factorized into 'disjoint' parts. 
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Computer epresentations of abstract domains are defined in the expected way, i.e., 
they have to respect (i.e., be isomorphic to) their specification i the assertion language. 
Abstract domains in assertion form can be expressed as standard abstract domains by 
means of Galois connections: the concrete domain consists of suitably chosen sets of 
valuations, and the concretization function of an abstract domain maps an assertion into 
the set of valuations that satisfy it. However, the converse does not generally hold, that 
is, not all standard (finite) abstract domains can be expressed in our framework. This is 
due to the requirement that an abstract domain on an assertion language is closed under 
variance, that is, if an assertion is in the abstract domain then all the assertions obtained 
by renaming its free variables with other variables of V (see point (1) above) are also 
in the abstract domain. This because in general a property described by an assertion 
has to hold also for other variables (of V) which do not occur in that assertion. The 
condition of closure under variance with respect o V has been implicitly assumed in 
the literature on abstract interpretation, but it has not been taken into account when 
reasoning about hese domains using the standard techniques based on Galois insertions 
or closure operators. 
The benefits of using an assertion framework as the one we propose can be sum- 
marized as follows. The two phases of design and computer representation f abstract 
domains are neatly separated, where the design phase is performed at the assertion 
level. Moreover, the choice of the assertion language allows one to focus only on the 
abstract domains that describe the properties of interest, that is, those expressible in 
that language. As a consequence, straightforward decompositions of abstract domains 
like those consisting of an enumeration of the elements of the concrete domain (as 
those that can be obtained using the framework reported, e.g., in [8]) can be ruled out 
by the choice of the granularity of the properties considered. 
We illustrate this approach by considering typical abstract domains for ground- 
dependency and sharing analysis in logic programming. The fragment L, ° of a first- 
order assertion language introduced in [24] (actually, a slight extension of this) is used. 
Descriptions of various abstract domains by means of assertions are given: Def  [13] 
and Pos [26, 27] for ground-dependency analysis; Sharing [19, 20] and ASub [31] fur 
sharing analysis. Maximal factorizations for these domains are obtained by inspecting 
the structure of the assertions in the abstract domains, and they are used for analyzing 
and comparing the abstract domains. Moreover, we study the disjunctive completion of 
these domains. Observe that many of the decompositions of abstract domains for logic 
programming we provide are already known. However, the assertion setting we use 
allows one to present hese results in a much simpler, easily understandable theory. 
The paper is organized as follows. The next section introduces a methodology for 
the design and decomposition of abstract domains using assertions in first-order logic. 
Section 3 presents an assertion language for the design of typical abstract domains 
for logic programming. Sections 4-8 contain a comparative study of various abstract 
domains for logic programming. Section 9 discusses ome related work. Finally, in 
Section 10, we conclude with a discussion on other applications and on future work. 
A preliminary version of this paper appeared in [25]. 
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2. Abstract domains in assertion form 
We show in this section how first-order logic can be used for the design of ab- 
stract domains for abstract interpretation. The approach is based on the seminal work 
of the Cousots [12]. First, a first-order assertion language L~ ° is chosen, in order to 
describe the properties of interest. Next, abstract domains (on L,e) are defined as suit- 
ably chosen sets of assertions of 5('. Finally, (efficient) computer epresentations of 
abstract domains are defined as usual, i.e., as isomorphic copies of their specification 
in L~ a. In order to decompose abstract domains, the notion of (conjunctive) factoriza- 
tion on &a is introduced, where abstract domains are decomposed in pairwise 'disjoint' 
parts. 
In this section, L~ a denotes a generic assertion language. We assume that the seman- 
tics of the predicates in 5 a is fixed according to their intended meaning, by a given 
structure denoted by J/t'. Assertions are indicated by ~b, ~O. As already mentioned, ab- 
stract domains describe properties of some syntactic objects, usually a subset of the 
variables of the considered program. Thus, the definition of abstract domain we give 
is parametric with respect to a set V of syntactic objects. We adopt the following 
convenient assumptions: 
1. V is (identified with) a set of variables of L¢; 
2. in the definition of abstract domain, only the set of assertions of L¢' whose free 
variables are contained in V is considered, denoted by A(5  a, V); 
3. assertions with the same meaning are identified. 
The first two assumptions ensure that only information on the objects of interest (i.e., 
of  V) is taken into account. The last assumption amounts to considering equivalence 
classes of assertions ofA(Se, V), where [4)] denotes all the assertions that are logically 
equivalent o q~. For simplicity, in the sequel the square brackets in [qS] are often 
omitted. 
We adopt a standard convention and identify true with the conjunction over the 
empty set of assertions A 13 and false with V 13. 
Definition 2.1 (Abstract domain on ~) .  An abstract domain (on Lf), denoted by d 
(possibly subscripted), is a finite set of assertions of A(A p, V) containing false, and 
closed under conjunction and variance, i 
In the sequel, we shall often avoid to mention the element false when specifying 
the set of assertions of an abstract domain. 
Observe that the above definition characterizes finite abstract domains. This restric- 
tion is necessary because in first-order logic only finite conjunctions and disjunctions 
are allowed, while in order to deal with infinite abstract domains one would have to 
consider also infinite conjunctions of formulas. This choice is motivated by the fact 
1 Recall that a variant of an assertion ~b is any assertion ~bp obtained by applying to q~ a function p that 
renames the variables of ~b. 
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that the majority of abstract domains used in abstract interpretation are finite, like all 
the abstract domains for ground-dependency and sharing analysis in logic programming 
that we shall study in this paper. Moreover, first-order logic is a rather familiar setting 
for reasoning about properties. Nevertheless, the above notion of abstract domain as 
well as Definition 2.8 of disjunctive completion can easily be generalized in order to 
deal also with infinite domains, by considering an infinitary logic which allows the 
following additional formation rule: if ~b is a countable set of formulas then A • (the 
conjunction of ~) and W tb (the disjunction of q~) are formulas. The resulting logic is 
known as L,o,,o and it is used to express many important notions in mathematics. The 
notation L,,~,~o is explained by the fact that countable (<col) conjunctions and disjunc- 
tions of formulas are permitted but only finite (<09) strings of quantifiers. One can 
think of this logic as expressing those notions which are first-order modulo a countable 
amount of information (cf. [5, 23]). 
Let us illustrate the notion of abstract domain in assertion form with a simple 
example. 
Example 2.2. A simple abstract domain for the study of the sign of program variables 
assuming integer values is given in [12]. For a considered set V of program variables, 
this domain can be specified using Definition 2.1 as follows: L,a contains the constants 
and function symbols of the program, and the unary predicates >~, ~<; the structure J/// 
maps terms into integers according to their intended interpretation, and specifies the 
semantics of ~>, ~< in the expected way. Then the abstract domain for the study of 
the sign of the variables in V can be described by the set Sign v of assertions that are 
conjunctions of atoms of the form x/> 0, or x ~< 0, with x in V. 
2.1. Relation with the standard approach 
One can characterize an abstract domain (on &a) by means of Galois connections 
according to the standard approach (cf. [12]) in the following way. In order to de- 
fine the concrete domain for the Galois connections, we introduce an equivalence 
relation, based on the observation that valuations mapping the variables of V into 
the same objects can be identified, since the free variables of the assertions in a 
domain are contained in V. Let "~v be the relation on the set Val of valuations, 
such that a ~v  6' if a (x )= a'(x) for every x E V. Clearly ~v is an equivalence re- 
lation. We denote by Val/~~ the set of equivalence classes of ~v. In the sequel, 
for simplicity, we shall often write 'valuations' instead of 'equivalence classes of 
valuations'. 
The concrete domain Concv is the family of subsets of Val/~~. Consider now a 
domain d on ~.  Its concretization function y maps an assertion ~b into the set of 
Concv consisting of those valuations that satisfy qS. It can be shown that 7 induces 
a Galois connection (actually a Galois insertion) (7, c t) of ,~q' into Concv. Recall that 
(y, ~) is a Galois connection if: (a) 7, ct are monotonic functions (i.e., S C_ S' implies 
~(S) =~ 2(S'), and q5 =~ qS' implies 7(q5) C_ 7(4¢)); (b) S C_ y(~(S)) for every S in Concv; 
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and (c) ~(?(~b)) =~ ~b for every ~b in 9.  If in the condition (c) we have ~ instead of 
=~ then (7, ~) is a Galois insertion. 
The same result can be given in terms of closure operators. Let us start by giving 
few preliminaries on closure operators (the reader interested on this subject is referred 
to e.g. [14]). Let X be a set and let ~(X)  denote the powerset of X. An upper closure 
operator on X is a function c :~(X) -+ ~(X)  that is extensive (S C_ c(S)), monotonic 
(S C_ S' implies c(S)C c(S1)) and idempotent (c(c(S))= c(S)). An important character- 
ization of closure operators that we shall use is given in terms of intersection structures 
(n  structures). An intersection structure (on X)  is a non-empty family of subsets of 
X which is closed under intersection. Moreover, it is called topped if it contains X. 
For every closure operator c on X, the family ~ of those sets T s.t. c(T) = T is a 
topped n structure. Vice versa, for every topped n structure 5e (on x ) ,  the formula 
cj~(T) = Nr, G<A~'c_ r, T/ defines a closure operator on X. Moreover, the closure oper- 
ator induced by the topped n structure 5'~,, is c itself, and, similarly, the n structure 
induced by the closure operator c~/. is ST. The importance of this result lies in the fact 
that, if we identify an assertion with the set of valuations under which it is true, then 
an abstract domain on L~ is a topped algebraic intersection structure on Val/~)r, hence 
it induces a closure operator on Valid,, defined as above. Recall that a n structure 
,9 ° is algebraic if it is closed under the union of directed subfamilies. ~ is a directed 
subfamily of 5 ~ if, for every finite subset 3- of ~,  there exists a P in ~ that belongs 
to the set ju  of upper bounds of J- ,  where ~--u : {R E {f [ T c R for all T E ~-}. 
In the standard approach, also the opposite holds, i.e., the lattice of abstract domains 
is isomorphic to the lattice of upper closure operators. This result does not hold with 
our notion of abstract domain, because Definition 2.1 requires that an abstract domain 
be closed under variance. For instance, consider the set V = {x, y}. Then the domain 
~ consisting of the assertions x >~ O, true and false is not an abstract domain according 
to Definition 2.1 because ,~¢ does not contain the assertions y~>0 and (x ~>0 A y~>0). 
However, ~¢ represents a legal abstract domain according to the standard efinition. The 
condition of closure under variance with respect o a subset V of the program variables 
seems to have been implicitly assumed in the literature on abstract interpretation, but it 
has not been taken into account when reasoning about these domains using the standard 
techniques based on Galois insertions or closure operators. 
We conclude with an observation on the lattice structure of the concrete domain (cf., 
e.g., Example 3.29 in [14]). 
Proposition 2.3. The set Concv is an algebraic complete lattice with intersection and 
union as meet and join, respectively. 
It is worth noticing that in the standard framework [12], the concrete domain is 
a complete lattice, but it is not in general algebraic. The property of algebraicity of 
Concv simplifies the study of abstract domains, as we shall see in the sequel. 
In order to improve the precision of the static analysis of a program, various operators 
on abstract domains have been introduced. Two fundamental operators are the reduced- 
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product and the disjunctive completion ([12]). In the following two subsections we 
discuss the correspondent of these operators on 5 a. 
2.2. Reduced product 
The reduced product of two domains is obtained from the cardinal product of the 
domains by identifying pairs of elements whose conjunction represent the same infor- 
mation. We can characterize this notion in the assertion framework on £a as follows. 
Definition 2.4. The reduced product of two domains all, d2 ( ~¢1 A d2 ) is the set 
{[¢, A ¢211 ~ ~ ~d~, 4,2 E d2}. 
The notion of reduced product can be used to define the concept of (conjunctive) 
domain decomposition. For instance, in [8] a definition of decomposition of a domain 
.@ is given, as a set of domains whose reduced product yields 9.  Here we consider 
a stronger notion of decomposition (in ~)  where the factors have to be pairwise 
'disjoint'. A comparison with the work in [8] is postponed to the Section 9. 
Here and in the sequel, the notation d l= d2 is used, meaning that d l  and ag2 
contain the same elements. 
Definition 2.5 (Conjunctive factorization on ~).  The set {all . . . . .  d ,  } of abstract do- 
mains is a (conjunctive)factorization of ~d if the following conditions hold: 
(a) If n> 1 then ~li ~ {true, false}, for i c [1,n]; 
(b) di N d j  = {true, false} for every i ¢ j ;  
(c) ~d'l A. . .A ,dn=d.  
We call d reduced if it has only one factorization. Moreover, a factorization of .d 
is maximal if ~ is reduced, for iE [1,n]. 
Observe that if ~¢ is reduced then {d}  is its only factorization, and it is maximal. 
Moreover, the following interesting property holds. 
Proposition 2.6. Any abstract domain (on LP) has a maximal factorization. 
Proof. Let z¢ be an abstract domain. Let {all . . . . .  ~¢n} be a factorization of max- 
imum cardinality. Then n ~> 1 because {°~¢} is a factorization of ~ .  We show that 
{all, . . .  ,,~¢,} is maximal. By contradiction, suppose that ~ is not reduced, for some 
1 <<.i<<.n. Then o~/ has a factorization {M1 .... ,Mm}, with m~>2. Moreover, ~k G~4j 
{true, jalse}, for some 1 <<.k<~m and 1 <~j<~n, with j~ i ,  because {,.41 . . . . .  tin} has 
maximum cardinality. But every element of ~k is also an element of ~¢,-. Then we 
obtain the desired contradiction that ~. N s, cj ~ {true, false}. [] 
Example 2.7. It is easy to check that {Sign<o, Sign>o } is a maximal factorization of 
Sign v, where Sign<~o is the set of assertions that are conjunctions of atoms of the form 
x~<0, with x in V, and where Sign>o is defined analogously. 
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2.3. Disjunctive completion 
The disjunctive completion of a domain is obtained from the powerset of the do- 
main by identifying sets whose disjunction represent the same information. We can 
characterize this notion in the assertion framework on oY as follows. 
Definition 2.8. The disjunctive completion o ld  (v d )  is the set {[~b 1 W. . -V qS,] I n ~ 0, 
The operator of disjunctive completion has been thoroughly investigated in [18], 
where the inverse of this operator, called least disjunctive basis, is introduced. We can 
introduce a similar notion in our framework as follows. 
Definition 2.9. A domain s t  is V-reduced (in 2P) if for every ~¢' s.t. v d '= v s¢ 
we have that d c_ st'. 
Example 2.10. The domain Siyn v introduced in Example 2.2 is V-reduced, because 
any assertion of Sign v is the conjunction of atomic formulas. 
Call an abstract domain d v-closed if V ~4 = ~4. Every V-closed abstract domain is 
the disjunctive completion of a V-reduced abstract domain. 
Proposition 2.11. Suppose that s~ is V-closed. Then there exists a V-reduced omain 
d ~ s.t. Vd~=d.  
This result was first proved in [18] (Theorem 4.5), under the hypothesis that the 
concrete domain is (dual-)algebraic. Here this hypothesis is not necessary because 
Concv is an algebraic omplete lattice (Proposition 2.3). 
An interesting characterization f V-closed abstract domains has been given in [ 16, 
Corollary 3.8], where it is proven that if the concrete domain is a completely meet- 
distributive lattice then an abstract domain is V-closed if and only if its concretization 
function is a complete join morphism. Observe that in our framework the concrete 
domain Concv satisfies the required property. 
In the following section we formalize the notion of domain isomorphism in the 
assertion framework. 
2.4. Domain isomorphism 
The benefit of using assertions i  that the definition, decomposition and comparison 
of abstract domains can be performed in a uniform and familiar setting. However, 
(computer) representations of abstract domains for their efficient manipulation [15] 
often need different lattice structures (see, e.g., [2] for ground-dependency analysis). 
Here and in the the sequel ~ denotes an abstract domain (on any complete lattice) 
and 7~ denotes its concretization function. 
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Definition 2.12 (Isomorphic domains). An embedding of 9 in ~ is an injective map- 
ping e~ : 9 ~ A¢ such that for every D in 9 ,  a is in 7~(D) if and only if ~e(D) is true 
under a. Let d be an abstract domain on ~.  We say that d and 9 are isomorphic 
(denoted by d ~ 9)  if there exists an embedding e~t such that ~ '  = e~(9).  
Let us illustrate this notion with an example. 
Example 2.13. Suppose V = {x}. Then it is easy to check that Sign v is isomorphic to 
the familiar lattice pictured below 
T 
> 0 ~ 0  <0 
3_ 
An easy consequence of the definition of concretization function is the following 
result. 
Proposition 2.14. The image e~(9 ) of an embedding is an abstract domain on f if 
and only if it is closed under variance. 
3. Abstract domains for logic programming 
In this section, we show how a slight extension of the first-order assertion language 
.8. introduced in [24] can be used for the design and decomposition of typical abstract 
domains for the static analysis of logic programs. 
Term properties, like groundness and sharing, have been identified as crucial when 
analyzing the run-time behaviour of logic programs. For instance, ground-dependency 
analysis can be used for compiler optimization, by using matching instead of unification 
when it is known that at a given program point a variable is bound to a ground 
term every time the execution reaches that point. Information on the sharing among 
variables in a logic program is useful for important optimizations, like and-parallelism. 
The assertion language we are going to introduce allows to express properties of terms, 
like groundness, freeness, linearity, sharing, covering and independency. Informally, a 
term is ground if it does not contain variables, it is free if it is a variable, and it is 
linear if every variable occurs in it at most once. Moreover, a set of terms share if 
they have at least one common variable, while a pair of terms is independent if they 
do not share. Finally, a term is covered by a set of terms if the set of its variables is 
contained in the union of the sets of variables of the terms in that set. For instance, 
the term f (x,y)  is covered by the set {g(x),g(y)}. 
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In order to define the assertion language 50 for describing the properties above men- 
tioned, a countable set Var of (logical) variables is used, denoted by v,x,y,z, possibly 
subscripted. Here and in the sequel, S represents a finite set of logical variables, and 
IS[ its cardinality. Moreover, the notation S C S' indicates that S is a proper subset 
of S'. 
Definition 3.1 (The assertion language). Let 50' be the smallest set F of formulas 
containing atoms of the form var (x), linear (x), share (S), and s.t. if gbj and gb2 are 
in F then -- gbl and gbl A q~2 are also in F. The assertion language 50 consists of all 
the formulas of the form Vx,(q~), with q)E 50', and 0~<n ~< 1. 
The formula q5 V 4 is used as a shorthand for ~ (7 gb A ~ 4), ~b => 4 denotes -7 gb V 4, 
and gb ¢~ 4 stands for (gb => 4) A (4 => qS). Moreover, the propositional constants true 
and false are assumed to be in 50. In the sequel, the notation share (x,y) is used as 
shorthand of share ({x,y}), with x,y distinct. Moreover, the more familiar notation 
9round (x) (respectively ~ground(x)) is used instead of ~share({x}) (respectively 
share ({x})). 
Observe that only a weak form of universal quantification is allowed, where V does 
not occur in the scope of any 7. For instance, Vz(var(z)A-~share(z,x)) is in 50, but 
~Vz(var(z)A-~share(z,x)) is not in 50. 
The meaning of assertions in 5 ° is specified by means of the following structure ~' .  
Let OVar be the set of (object) variables, here identified for simplicity with Var, and 
let Fun be a set offunctors with rank (constants are identified with functors of rank 
0). In the following, occ(x, z) denotes the number of occurrences of the variable x in 
the term z, and OVar (z) the set of (object) variables occurring in z. 
Definition 3.2. The structure ,// contains the universe Y/ consisting of the (object) 
terms built on O Var and Fun. Moreover, for each predicate symbol p of 50, J /  
contains a predicate in ~//, also denoted by p, with the following semantics: 
~/ ~ var( z ) 
J/l ~ linear(r) 
J/l ~ share( {rl ..... "on}) 
if ~ E OVar, 
if occ(x,r)= 1 for every x in OVar(~), 
n 
if (']i=l OVar(~i)~O. 
Example 3.3. The assertion ~share({x, y,z})Vshare(x,y) is valid in ~/. In fact, for 
every valuation a, if OVar(xa)AOVar(ya)¢O then Jr' ~ share(x,y)a, otherwise 
~[ ~ ~ share({x, y,z})a. 
Note that even if share is not first-order (its argument is a set), it can be expressed 
in first-order logic by means of a family of first-order predicates share, of rank n, with 
n~>O. 
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The set of valid (in ~/)  assertions of 5 a can be characterized by means of a complete 
and decidable theory Y (cf. [24]). 
The completeness and decidability of Y provides an automatic tool for proving 
properties of some elements of an abstract domain, in the following way. In order to 
prove that an element ~b of a domain satisfies a property P, specified in 5 a by means 
of the assertion ~b, it is sufficient o check the validity of the implication ~b ~ ft. 
In order to use 5q for the static analysis of logic programs, it is necessary to assume 
that the universe q/contains the constants and function symbols of the considered class 
of programs. Moreover, we adopt the notation of the previous section: V denotes the 
set of (logical) variables representing the considered (program) variables, and A(~,  V) 
the set of assertions of ~ whose free variables are contained in V. Substitutions are 
here identified with (equivalence classes of) valuations, or, equivalently, as mappings 
from the set V of the variables of interest o the set ~// of terms. For instance, the 
substitution {Xl/tl ..... x,/t~} is identified with the set of valuations mapping X 1 . . . . .  Xn 
into the object terms r l , . . . , r ,  obtained by replacing the variables of the tg'S with the 
corresponding object variables. 
An abstract domain (on L,e) is specified according to Definition 2.1. Observe that we 
obtain a more specific notion of abstract domain than the original one (cf. [ 12]), because 
of the choice of the assertion language, and because of the condition of closure under 
variance. For instance, {ground(x), true, false} would represent an abstract domain in 
the original definition, but it is not a legal one in our definition (unless V = {x}). The 
condition of closure under variance with respect o V has been implicitly assumed in 
the literature on abstract interpretation of logic programs. 
The following simple example illustrates the use of assertions for describing an 
abstract domain. 
Example 3.4. Consider the abstract domain, here called Con, introduced by Mellish 
[29] and used in early mode and groundness analyzers [22]. Con consists of the bot- 
tom element 3_, and of the sets S= {xl . . . . .  xn} of variables of V, with concretization 
function mapping 3_ into 0 and 7Con(S)= {alOFar(xa)=O for all xcS}.  
Let ,-4c,,~ be the set of assertions that are conjunctions of atoms of the form ground 
(x), with x in V. It is easy to show that ~¢con satisfies Definition 2.1, and that Con is 
a representation f ~con, by considering the embedding eco~ that maps 3_ into false 
and a set {xl . . . . .  Xn} into the assertion ground(xl)A... A ground(x,). 
The following sections contain a comparative analysis of various abstract domains 
for the static analysis of logic programs, namely Def, Pos, Sharing and ASub. Each 
of these domains is shown to be isomorphic to an abstract domain on ~e. These 
characterizations i  5¢ of the domains are used for deriving their maximal conjunctive 
factorizations, for studying and comparing the original domains, as well as for defining 
new ones. Finally, we deal with the disjunctive completion of these domains in the 
last section. In the sequel, we shall often avoid to mention the element false when 
specifying the set of assertions of an abstract domain. 
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4. Def in assertion form 
The abstract domain Def was introduced by Marriott and Sondergaard for ground- 
dependency analysis in [27], based on previous work by Dart [13] on groundness 
analysis in deductive databases. We show that Def can be factorized into two reduced 
domains, describing roundness and covering, respectively. 
First, we recall the definition of Def Def is the largest class of positive boolean 
functions whose models are closed under intersection, augmented with the bottom ele- 
ment false. Recall that a boolean function F is positive if F(true,... ,  true)= true. Here 
boolean functions are represented by (equivalence classes of) propositional formulas, as 
e.g. in [27]. In order to define the concretization function 7oef, substitutions are viewed 
as truth assignments as follows. For a substitution a, the truth assignment 9roundsa 
maps a propositional variable x to true iff xa is ground, and to false otherwise. More- 
over, the notion of instance # of a substitution a is used, meaning that # is obtained 
by composing a with some substitution. The concretization function 7Od maps an ele- 
ment F of Definto the set 7Oef(F) of those substitutions a such that for every instance 
cr ~ of a, F under the truth assignment groundsa I is true. Intuitively, 7Per(F) extracts 
the 'monotonic' (in the sense that its truth is preserved under instantiation) information 
described by the propositional formula F. 
Consider the following abstract domain ~/od on L#. 
Definition 4.1. d~De f is the set of assertions that are conjunctions of formulas of 
the form Vz (var(z) A share(z,x) =:> share(z, Yl ) V. . . V share(z, y,)), with n ~> 0, where 
x, yl . . . . .  yn are in V, and z is a fresh variable. 
We show that Def is a representation f ~Def, and provide a maximal factorization 
of ~Oef. 
First, Def is characterized in assertion form by means of the following transforma- 
tion. We use the representation f an element F in Def as a conjunction of formulas, 
called definite clauses, of the form yt A- . .  Ay,  ---*x with n~>0 (see [2, 13]). 
Definition 4.2. The transformation g,,De f "Def ~ L¢ maps F into ~bF, defined as follows: 
• (aF = Vz (var(z) A share(z,x) ~ share(z, yl ) V . . .  V share(z, Yn)) if F = Yl A . . .  A Yn 
~X.  
• ~)FZ~)FI A" "" A ~bFk if F-----F1A.--AFk, k>~0, and all the F~.'s are definite clauses. 
Observe that, for n = 0 we obtain the assertion Vz (var(z) A share(z,x) =:>false), that 
is equivalent to ground(x). 
Example 4.3. The element x A (y ~-~ w) is mapped by eDef into the assertion ground(x) 
A Vz (var(z) A share(z, w) ~ share(z, y)) A Vz (var(z) A share(z, y) ~ share(z, w)). 
Next, the transformation of Definition 4.2 is shown to be correct. 
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Lemma 4.4. eD~f is an embedding of Def into 5a. 
Proof. Let F be an element of Def Let a be a substitution. We show that a is in 
7De/'(F) i f  and only if 4)Fa is true. 
Suppose that a is in 7Def(F). Then F under groundsa is true. For every conjunct 
Yl A • • - A y,  --~ x of F ,  we have to prove prove that the corresponding conjunct ~ in 
4)F is true under a. If  xa is ground then O a is readily true. Otherwise, suppose by 
contradiction that xa contains a variable v which does not occur in any term yia, for 
i E [1, n]. Consider the substitution 0 with domain the set of  variables occurring in all 
the y ia 's ,  and mapping all variables into ground terms. Since v is not in the domain 
of 0, we have that a'  = a0 grounds all the Yi'S but does not ground x, hence F is false 
under grounds#. So a would not be in 7Def(F). 
Vice versa, suppose that 4)F is true under a. In order to prove that a is in )'Def(F), 
we have to show that F under groundsa ~is true, for every instance a ~ of  a. Let 
= Vz (var(z) A share(z,x) =~ share(z, Yl) V . . .  V share(z, Yn)) be a conjunct of 4)F. 
n 
From ~9 true under a we have that: OVar(xa)C_ Ui=l OVar(yia); moreover, for every 
instance a t of  a we have that OVar(xa')c [,.JT_lOVar(yia'). So if xa' is not ground 
then at least one of the yia ~ is not ground. Hence y lA ' " /~yn- - 'X  is true under 
groundsa ~. [] 
Finally, using the above lemma we can prove that Def is a representation of ~%¢Dej. 
Theorem 4.5. DeJ'~ ~¢D~t. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.4, F in Def can be characterized by the assertion 4)F in r iD4.  
Vice versa, consider a 4) in ~4D,f. Consider F defined as the conjunction of  definite 
clauses, such that Yl A. - • A y,  ~ x occurs in F iff the conjunct Vz (var(z) A share(z,x) 
~share(z, y l )V. . .Vshare(z,  yn)) occurs in 4). It is easy to check that F is in Def, 
and that r.D,:/(F) is equivalent to 4). [] 
In order to analyze Def and to compare it with other abstract domains, a maximal 
factorization of  dDef is given. To this end, we use the following domains. For every 
] V] ~> n ~> 0, consider the domain ~¢Def" consisting of  the conjunctions of formulas of  the 
form Vz ( var(z ) A share(z,x ) ~ share(z, Yl ) V . . . V share(z, yn ) ), with Yl . . . . .  y~ distinct 
variables of  V. The following result holds. 
Lemma 4.6. {doer.  In c [0, [V[]} is a maximal factorization of SIDer. 
Proof. First, we prove that every ~¢Def" is reduced. For n = 0 the result is immediate. 
For n > 0, observe that assertions of the form Vz (vat(z) A share(z,x) =~ share(z, Yl ) 
V . . .  Vshare(z, yn)) such that x is not in {yl . . . . .  Yn} cannot be decomposed in 4)1 A 4)2, 
with 4)1,4)2 in L~ ° not equivalent o true, because of the presence of the V operator. 
Then, there is only one conjunctive factorization of  ~¢o~f,,. 
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Next, we have to check that conditions (a)-(c)  of the definition of factorization are 
satisfied. 
(a) Notice that for every n/> 0, the element Vz (var(z) A share(z,x) ~ share(z, Yl ) V . . .  
Vshare(z, yn)) is true under the valuation that maps all the variables of V into 
ground terms, but is false under the valuation that maps all the variables of V into 
distinct variables. 
(b) Consider n, m ~> 0, and suppose that n > m. We have to show that ~Defm n dDd'. ~- 
{true, false}. By contradiction, assume that q~ is in the intersection but is neither 
true nor false. Then, from q5 in ~¢Def", it is a non-empty conjunction of assertions, 
each of them of the form ¢ = Vz ( var(z ) A share(z,x ) ~ share(z, Yl ) V . . . v share 
(z, yn)) with xq{{yl  . . . . .  yn}. But ~b is also in dDd'm. Moreover, every ~¢Od.~ is 
reduced. So ~ is equivalent to Vz ( var(z ) A share(z,x ) ~ share(z, yl ) V . . . V share 
(Z, ym)). It is easy to build a valuation a under which ¢ is both true and false: 1) 
if y is in {Ym+l . . . . .  y,} then OVar (ya)=OVar (xa)¢~;  2) OVar(y ia)=O for 
every i c  [1,m]. 
(c) Follows easily by the definition of ~¢Dd. [] 
Let dDd'+ = Anc[1,1Vl] ~lDef "" A representation of dDd,+ is provided by the set 
Def  + of positive boolean functions that can be represented as conjunctions of clauses 
yl A- . -A  y, ---+x, with n/> 1, plus the bottom element false, with concretization func- 
tion the one of Def. Then by Lemma 4.6 it follows that Def  is (isomorphic to) the 
reduced-product of the domain Con and Def  +. 
It has been recently shown in [8] that Def  characterizes the ground-dependency 
information on V described by the domain Sharing. We shall see that this result is 
easily derived from the descriptions of these domains by means of assertions. 
5. Pos in assertion form 
In order to study ground-dependency analysis, the abstract domain Pos was intro- 
duced by Marriott and Sondergaard [26, 27], consisting of the positive boolean func- 
tions, plus the bottom element false, with concretization function equal to 7Def. 
Consider the following abstract domain ~dpos. 
Definition 5.1. ~¢eo.,. is the set of assertions that are conjunctions of formulas of the 
form Vi l ...... Vz (var(z) A share(z, xi) ~ share(z, y l ) V.  . . V share(z, yn)), with m >~ l, 
and n>~0, where Xl . . . . .  Xm, y! . . . . .  Yn are in F, and z is a fresh variable. 
We show that Pos is a representation f ~Pos, and provide a maximal factorization 
(on 5 °) of ~¢eos. 
First, Pos is characterized in assertion form by means of the following transforma- 
tion. We use the representation f an element F of Pos as a conjunction of clauses, 
of the form Yl A. . .Ay,-- -*xl  V. . .Vxm,  rn>~l, n~O (cf. [2]). 
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Definition 5.2. The transformation eeos : Pos ~ ~ maps F into ~F, defined as follows: 
• #PF = V i- l  ...... Vz (var(z)  A share(z, xi) ~ share(z, Y l ) V . . .  V share(z, y , ) )  if F = y l 
A. . 'A  yn----~x I V . . .Vxm.  
• 49F=C~F, A--" A q~Fk if F=F1A-"  'AFk, k~>0, and all the F/'s are clauses. 
It is easy to check that the above transformation restricted to the elements of De.{ 
coincides with eo~f. 
Example 5.3. The element x V y is mapped by epo~. into the assertion Vz (var(z)  A share 
(z ,x )  ~ fa lse)  V Vz (var(z)  A share(z, y )  =:>false), equivalent to 9round(x)  V oround(y) .  
Next, the transformation of  Definition 5.2 is shown to be correct. 
Lemma 5.4. ~,Pos is an embeddinq o f  Pos into S .  
Proof. Let F be an element of  Pos, and 6 a substitution. We prove that 6 is in 7eos(F) 
if and only if C/>F6 is true. 
Suppose that 6 is in 7eo.,.(F). For every conjunct Yl A . . .  A yn--+xl V . . ,  VXm of F 
we prove that the corresponding conjunct ~b in ~F is true under 6. I fx ia  is ground for at 
least one i E [1, m], then ~b6 is true. Otherwise, we proceed per contradiction. Suppose 
that every xi6 contains a variable /)i which does not occur in [-J/~[l,n] OVar(y j6 ) .  
Consider the substitution 0 with domain [-Jjc[1,~] O Var(y j6) ,  mapping every variable 
in the domain into a ground term. Observe that vl . . . . .  Vm are not in the domain of  0. 
Consider 6 '= aO: it grounds all the y/ 's  but does not ground any of the xi's. Hence 
F is false under groundsa ~. Contradiction. 
Vice versa, suppose that (~F is true under 6. In order to prove that a is in ~pos(F), we 
have to show that F under yroundstr ~ is true, for every instance 6 ~ of 6. Consider a con- 
junct ~, = Vk_l,...,m Vz (var(z ) A share(z, xk ) =~ share(z, yl ) V . . . V share(z, y,))  of  ~bF: 
n it is true under o-, therefore OVar(x/a)C_ [..Ji=l OVar(y ia )  for at least one j E [1,m]. For 
n every instance a'  of  a we have that OVar(x j6  ~) c Ui=l OVar (y i6 t )  • Then yl A - . .  A 
y ,  -+Xl V •. .  VXm is true under 9rounds6 ~, because if x ja  ~ is not ground then at least 
one of the yi 6~ is not ground. [] 
Finally, using Lemma 5.4, we can prove that Pos is a representation of ~4eo.,. 
Theorem 5.5. Pos ~- J p ...... 
Proof. From Lemma 5.4 it follows that F in Pos can be characterized by the assertion 
qSF in ~¢eos. 
Vice versa, consider a q~ in ~'eo~. Let F be the conjunction of  clauses, such that 
yl A .  . . A y ,  ~ xl V . . . V Xm occurs in F iffthe conjunct Vk=l ...... Vz(var(z)Ashare(z,  xk ) 
~share(z ,  y l )V . . .Vshare(z ,y~) )  occurs in 4). It is easy to check that F is in Pos, 
and that eeos(F) is equivalent o ~b. [] 
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In order to give a maximal factorization of ~pos, we use the decomposition of ~¢o¢, 
and the following domains. For every IVl ~>n~>0 and IV[ ~>m~>2, consider the domain 
~¢eo.,.m.° consisting of the conjunctions of formulas of the form Vk 1 ...... Vz(var(z)A 
share(z, xk)=~share(z, y l )V . . .Vshare(z ,y~))  with xl . . . . .  Xm and Yl . . . . .  y~ distinct 
variables of V. The following result holds. 
Lemma 5.6. {~¢o¢°, ~¢eo~,, I n E [0, I vii, m E [2, [VI] ) is a maximal factorization of 
SJpos. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the one of Lemma 4.6. So, we only show that the 
domains ~f~Po.vm, n'S are  'disjoint'. The proof is by contradiction. 
Let (rnl, nl ) ~ (m2, n2). Assume that q~ is in the intersection dpos-,.,, n ~'posm2.,2 but is 
neither true nor false. (a is in ~¢po~ ...... ,, so it contains a conjunct ~9 = Vk 1 ...... 1 Vz(var(z) 
A share(z, xk ) ~ share(z, y l) v - . -  V share(z, yn t )) where {Xl . . . . .  xm, } N { Y l . . . . .  y,, } = O. 
But ~b is also in .~Posm2.,2. Suppose m2 >ml (the proof for the other case is analogous). 
Then every conjunct ~ki of ~b contains one variable occurring free on the left-hand side 
of ~ ,  say wi, that does not belong to {xt . . . .  ,Xm, }. Consider a valuation a such that: 
(1) OVar(wia)= 0 for every wi; and (2) all the other variables are mapped into dis- 
tinct variables. Then tpa is false. However, from condition (1) every ~/ is true under 
a, a contradiction. The proof for the other case, namely when ml =m2 and nl >n2 
(or n2 >n l )  is similar to the proof of (b) of Lemma 4.6, where one replaces x by 
Xl,...,Xml. [] 
Let ~¢eosv = An_o,...,lVl,m 2,...IVl dpo,, .... A representation of deo,,.v is provided by 
the set Posv of positive boolean functions that can be represented as conjunctions of 
clauses Yl A . . .  Ayn ---~Xl V . . -Vxm,  with n~>0,m~>2, plus the bottom element false, 
with concretization function the one of Pos. Then by Lemma 5.6 it follows that Pos 
is (isomorphic to) the reduced-product of the domains Con, Def ÷ and Posv. It has 
been shown in [10] that Def is a proper abstraction of Pos. Lemma 5.6 provides a 
characterization of the other part of Pos in assertion form. Moreover, in [17] it is 
shown that Posv is the most abstract domain whose reduced product with Def gives 
Pos. Here we have given a maximal factorization of Pos which contains Posv as 
reduced product of simpler domains. 
6. Sharing in assertion form 
In order to study information on the possible sharing among abstract variables, an 
abstract domain extensively used in abstract interpretation is the domain Sharing by 
Jacobs and Langen [19, 20]. An element A of  Sharing is a set of sets of variables 
(A c ~(~(V) ) )  such that if A ~ 0 then (0 E A. The concretization function 7Shari, g maps 
an element A of Sharing into the set 7Sharing(A) of those substitutions tr whose ap- 
proximation set A(a) is an element of A. The approximation set A(a) consists of  all 
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the sets occ(a,x) = {v I v in V and x occurs in va}, for all the variables x occurring in 
the range of a. The range of a is here defined as the set of  variables occurring in the 
terms ya, with y in V. 
Consider the following abstract domain slsh,m.o. 
Definition 6.1. ~¢Sh,,,i,,g is the set of  assertions of ~q that are conjunctions of formu- 
las of  the form Vz (var(z ) A share(z, xl ) A . . . A share(z, Xm) => share(z, Yl ) V . . . V share 
(z, yn)) with m~>l, n~>O, where xl . . . . .  xm and Yl . . . . .  y, are in V, and z is a fresh 
variable. [] 
We show that Sharing is a representation of ,~Sharin9, and provide a maximal fac- 
torization (on ~)  of  dShari~g. 
First, Sharing is characterized in assertion form by means of the following trans- 
formation. In the sequel, for the sake of simplicity, we write share(x,S) instead of 
share( {x} U S). 
Definition 6.2. The transformation eShari,,:j maps A into the assertion 
49A = A Vz (var(z ) A share(z, S) ~ share(z, $1 ) V . . . V share(z, S~ )), 
scv  
where for a given S, {S1,...,Sk} = {S' IS '  E A s.t. S C_S'}, with k~>O. 
Let qSs denote the conjunct of  ~b~ corresponding to the subset S of  V. 
Observe that if S is not contained in any set of  A, then ~bs is the assertion Vz (var(z) 
A share(z,S)=~false), which says that the variables of  S can only be bound to terms 
sharing no variables. If S is a singleton, say S = {x}, then qSs describes information on 
ground-dependency for x. Indeed, it is not difficult to see that in this case qSs can be 
rewritten into an assertion of  s#Def. The other assertions ~bs, for S containing at least 
two variables and S C S' for some S~E A, describe information about sharing of  sets 
containing at least three variables. 
Example6.3.  Consider A={O,{x} ,{x ,y} ,{y ,z}} ,  and V={x,y ,z} .  Then q~A is 
(equivalent o) ~ share(x, z ) A -~ share( {x, y, z } ) A Vv(var(v) A share(v, y) ~ share(v, z ) 
vshare( v, x) ) A Vv(var(v) A share(v, z ) ~ share(v, y) ). 
Consider A = {O, {x}, {x, y}, {y} } and V={x,y ,z} .  Then qSA is (equivalent o) 
ground(z). 
Next, the correctness of this transformation is shown. 
Lemma 6.4. e.Sh~ring is an embedding of  Sharing into •. 
Proofi Let A be an element of Sharing, and let a be a substitution. We show that a 
is in 7(A) if and only if ~bA is true under a. 
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Suppose that a is in 7(A). By definition of 7(3), for every S_C V, if the terms of 
SG share at least one variable v then S C_ occ(~, v), and occ(~, v) is in A. Hence ~bs is 
true under a. 
Vice versa, suppose that q~A is true under ~. In order to prove that g is in 7(A), we 
have to show that for every v in the range of or, occ(a, v) is in A. Let ~bocc(~,~) = Vz (var 
(z ) A share(z, occ(g, v) ) :~ share(z, S~ ) V . . . V share(z, Sk )), where {S~,..., Sk } ---- {S' [ S' 
A s.t. oce(g ,v )C  S'}. By hypothesis q~ooo(~,~,) is true under a. Moreover k~> 1, since 
v occurs in every term of occ(a,v)a.  Observe that occ(a,v)  is the biggest set S 
of variables in V s.t. v occurs in xa, for every x e S. Then occ(~, v)= S,. for some 
i6  [1,k]. [] 
Finally, Lemma 6.4 is used to prove that Sharing is a representation of ~Sh~ri~o. 
Theorem 6.5. Sharing ~- ,~Sh~ri, q. 
Proof. The following equivalences are used: 
(1) share(z, Si) and Ay~csl share(z, yi)  are equivalent, by definition of share. 
(2) For n~>l, A0~,~,, A)v .-. v Ao<.i~mAf and A0.<il~,,~...0~i,~,,.(A)~ V-..VA7,) 
are equivalent, where mi ~> 0, and A~ is a generic assertion, for n >~j 7> 1. The proof 
is omitted (it is not difficult, by induction on n). 
Consider A in Sharing. By Lemma 6.4, it is characterized by an assertion Of of 
the form As  c_ v Vz (var(z ) A share(z, S)  ~ share(z, $1 ) V . . . V share(z, Sk)). In order to 
show that q~3 is equivalent o an assertion of ~Sh~riny, we apply a sequence of tran- 
sofrmations that preserve quivalence. 
First, we apply equivalence (1) to each share predicate in ~b3 and obtain the asser- 
tion (al = As  c v Vz ( var(z ) Axes  share( z ,x  ) ~ A v ~s. share(z, yl ) v . . . v A ykcSk share 
(z, yk)). 
Next, we apply equivalence (2) and obtain the assertion (a2 = I s  c_ v Vz(  -~ (var(z) 
A~s  share(z, x ) ) v AT, ~s, ... yk ~ s~ (share(z, yl ) v . . . v share(z, Yk ))). 
Finally, we push A,~ cs, ... },~.~sk outside the universal quantifier and obtain the equiva- 
lent assertion c~3 : As  c_ v AT, cs~ -. y~ ~s~ Vz ( ~ ( var(z ) Axcs  share(z, x ) ) v share(z, yl ) V 
• .. V share(z, yk)) ,  which is readily in ~/Sh~ino. 
Vice versa, we show that a q~ in ~sh~,,y is equivalent to the assertion ~sh~ino(A) for 
a suitable A. Suppose q5 = Ai:l,...,k Vz (var(z)  A share(z,x~ ) A . . .  A share(z, x i i  ) ~ share 
(z, y l )V . . .  V share(z, yi~)). First, we apply equivalence (1) to the left-hand side of 
the implication of each conjunct, and obtain an equivalent assertion q~l of the form 
A~:,,...,k Vz ( var( z ) /~ share(z, S ~ ) ~ share(z, Yl ) V . . . V share(z, y i  )), with S i : { x I . . . . .  
x/,}. Next, we group all the conjuncts of ~bl whose implications have equal set S 
occurring in their left hand side, and obtain an equivalent assertion ~b2 of the form 
ff)2 : Ai:ll,...,lk ~Z ( var(z ) A share 
(z, S i ) ~ Aj=il,...,il (share(z, y~ ) V . . . V share(z, yJ, j ))). 
Now, we transform the right-hand side of each implication of %2 in disjunctive 
normal form, and apply (1) to each of the resulting disjuncts, thus obtaining an equiv- 
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alent assertion 053 of the form Ai=lL..,tk Vz (var(z) A share(z, Si) ~ share(z, SI) V. . . V 
share(z,S~) ). 
4)3 is equivalent o 054 = Ai:/1....jk Vz (var(z ) A share(z, Si) ~ share(z, SI U S i) V . . . V 
share(z, S~ U S i) ). 
Then the last step consists of considering the conjunction of 054 with each assertion 
Vz ( var(z ) A share(z, S) ~ share(z, S) ) (equivalent o true) such that S is not equal to 
some S i already occurring in 054. The result of this latter transformation is an assertion 
055 of the form As c_ v Vz ( var(z ) A share(z, S) ~ share(z, Sl ) V . . . V share(z, Sk ) ). 
It is easy to check that 055 is eSh~ring(A), for A consisting of the sets S~ that occur 
in the right hand side of the implications. [3 
In order to give a maximal factorization of ~¢Shariny, we use the following domains. 
For every I VI >~ n/> 0 and I VI i> m ~> l, consider the domain dSharinom,, consisting of the 
conjunctions of formulas of the form Vz (var(z ) A share(z, xl ) A . . .  A share(z, Xm ) 
share(z, Y l ) V . .  • V share(z, y,)),  with xl . . . . .  Xm and Yl . . . .  , y,  distinct variables of V. 
The following result holds. 
Lemma 6.6. {dSh,ring ..... [nE[O,[VI],mE[1,IVI]} is a maximal factorization of 
°f~CSharino. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the one for the decomposition of Pos. [] 
In [8] an interesting decomposition of Sharing is obtained, as the reduced prod- 
uct of Sharing +, Def  + and Con. The abstract domain Sharing + containing as ele- 
ments the empty set, and the sets A + of the form A U T, with A in Sharing and 
T:  {{x} V} u {0}. 
The above decomposition can be derived using Lemma 6.6 as follows. One can 
prove that Sharing + is a representation of Am~>z,n~>0 dSharinq .... Moreover, we know 
that Def is a representation of A,~>0 dSharin¢'"" Therefore, by Lemma 6.6 it follows 
that Sharing is (isomorphic to) the reduced product of Sharing +, Def  + and Con. 
7. ASub in assertion form 
The pair-sharing domain A Sub was introduced by Sondergaard [3 1 ] for sharing and 
linearity analysis. Its elements are pairs (G,R) where the first component is a subset 
of V, and the second one is a symmetric binary relation on V, s.t. (G x V)NR=O.  
Moreover, the element A_, representing the empty set of substitutions, is in ASub. 
Its concretization function 7ASub maps an element (G,R) of ASub into the set of 
substitutions a s.t. for all (x,y) in V: (i) x in G implies xa ground; (ii) x, y dis- 
tinct and OVar(xa)n OVar(ya)#O implies (x,y)  in R; and (iii) (x,x)f[R implies x~r 
linear. 
Consider the following abstract domain daSub. 
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Definition 7.1. ~s~h is the set of assertions that are conjunctions of literals of the 
form ground(x), ~share(x,y), and linear(x), with x,y in V. 
We show that ASub is a representation f ~¢ASuh, and provide a maximal factorization 
of ~¢nSub. 
First, ASub is characterized in assertion form by means of the following transfor- 
mation. 
Definition 7.2. The transformation eASub maps A_ into false, and (G,R) into the asser- 
tion ~b(c,R) = ~bl A ~b2 A ~b3, where: 
I. tPl is the conjunction of the atoms ground(x), for all x in G. 
2. tP2 is the conjunction of the literals -~ share(x, y), for all (x, y) not in R with x, y 
distinct. 
3. ~b3 is the conjunction of the atoms linear(x), for all (x,x) not in R. 
Assertions qSl, ~b2 and q~3 characterize ASub in assertion form, by means of its 
information on groundness, independence, and linearity, respectively. 
Example 7.3. Consider the element (G,R) of ASub, with G = {x} and R= {(y,z), (z,z), 
(z,w)} and suppose that V= {x,y,z,w}. Then qS~c,n) is (equivalent o) ground(x)A 
linear(y) A linear(w) A ~ share(y, w). 
Next, this transformation is shown to be correct. 
Lemma 7.4. eASub & an embedding of ASub &to ~q~. 
Proof. Let (G,R) be a pair-sharing. Let a be a substitution. We show that a is in 
7ASub(G,R) if and only if ~b(c,e) is true under a. 
Suppose that a is in 7ASub(G,R). We have to show that each conjunct ~9 of ~b(c,8) 
is true under a. We distinguish three cases according to those of Definition 7.2. If  
~=ground(x) then by 1. x is in G, hence by (i) ground(x) is true under or. I f  
~b= ~share(x,y) then by 2. x¢y  and (x,y), (y,x) not in R, hence by (ii) OVar(xa)A 
OVar(ya)=O. If ~b= linear(x) then by 3. (x,x) is not in R, hence by ( i i i )xa is linear. 
Vice versa, suppose that ~b(c,R) is true under a. We show that a satisfies ( i)-( i i i ) .  
From 1. it follows that (i) holds. Assume now that x ¢ y and O Var(xa) A 0 Var(ya) ~ O. 
Then from 2. it follows that (x, y) is in R. Finally, (iii) follows from 3. [] 
Lemma 7.4 is used to prove that ASub is a representation of ~ASub. 
Theorem 7.5. ASub ~_ NAS~b. 
Proof. We have already shown in Lemma 7.4 that (G,R) in ASub can be characterized 
by the assertion ~b~G,R) in ~4ASuh. 
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Vice versa, consider a 4) in ~¢AS~b. The pair (G,R) is defined as follows: x is in G 
if there is a conjunct of ~b of the form ground(x); (x,y)  is in R if ~share(x ,y )  does 
not occur in qS; and (x,x) is in R if l inear(x) occurs in qS. It is easy to check that 
(G,R) is in ASub.  [] 
In order to give a maximal factorization of ~¢AS~b, the domain ~¢Li,,~ar is used, 
consisting of the conjunctions of atoms the form l inear(x), with x in V. 
Recall that ~¢Shori, g,,,.o consists of the conjunctions of formulas of the form Vz(~var  
(z) V ~ share(z, xl ) V . . . .  V ~ share(z, Xm)), with x l . . . . .  xm distinct variables of V. 
Lemma 7.6. { ~Sh~lFin(,]m. O, ~(~LiHc611. I rn E [1,2]} is a maximal  factorization o f  ~g AS~b. 
Proof. First, we prove that every factor is reduced. The result is immediate for dLinear. 
It remains to prove that ~¢sharing~o is reduced for m C [1,2]. Observe that assertions of 
the form Vz (9 var(z ) V ~ share(z, xl ) V . . . .  V ~ share(z, Xm ) ) cannot be decomposed in 
4~1 A~b2, with q51,q~2 in ~e not equivalent o true, because of the presence of the V 
operator. Then, there is only one conjunctive factorization of .SffSharinym.o. It remains to 
check that conditions (a ) - (c )  of the definition of factorization are satisfied. 
(a) Consider the element Vz (~ var(z) V ~ share(z, xl ) V . . .  V ~ share(z, Xm)) of 
~Sh,ri,,q,°.o. Then the valuation that maps the xi's into ground terms satisfies the asser- 
tion, while the one mapping the xi's into variables does not satisfy the assertion. Thus 
~9~Sharing,.,o is not equivalent o {true,false}. 
Consider the element l inear(x) of ~¢Lineu~. Then the valuation that maps x into a 
ground term satisfies the assertion, while the one mapping x into the term f (y ,y )  
does not satisfy the assertion. Observe that the last result is based on the assumption 
that the set Fun of functors with rank in the structure ,~# contains one functor of rank 
greater or equal than 2. Thus also ~Linear satisfies (a). 
(b) We have to show that ~¢Li,~r A dShu,.i~g~.o = {true,false} for m C [1,2]. By con- 
tradiction, assume that q5 is in the intersection but is neither true nor false. Then, 
from ~b in dSh~i,g,,.o, it is a non-empty conjunction of assertions, each of them of the 
form ff = Vz (9 var(z ) V ~ share(z, xl ) V . . . .  V ~ share(z, Xm ) ). But q5 is also in .-~¢Lin~,r, 
hence ff is equivalent l inear(x). Moreover, these abstract domains are reduced. Thus 
~b-Vz  (7  var(z)V-7 share(z,x)).  It is easy to check that ff is both true and false under 
the valuation a s.t. xa = f (y ,  y). 
It remains to show that dSh~i~,.oA~cSh~ri~g~o={true,false }. By contradiction, 
assume that ~b is in the intersection but is neither true nor false. Then, from q5 in 
~¢Sh,m,g,.o, it is a non-empty conjunction of assertions, each of them of the form 
= Vz (9  var(z) V -7 share(z, xl )). But q5 is also in ~¢Sh~ri, g~,o. Moreover, each of these 
abstract domains is reduced. So ~b is equivalent to Vz (9 var(z) V ~ share(z, xl ) V -7 share 
(z, x2)). It is easy to check that ~b is both true and false under the valuation a mapping 
xj into a variable and mapping x2 into a constant. 
(c) Follows easily by the definition of ~AS~b. [] 
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8. Disjunctive completions 
The characterizations on .5~ of the domains for ground-dependency and sharing show 
that there is no 'disjunctive' information incorporated into these domains, except for 
deos. This is formalized in the following result. 
Proposition 8.1. The abstract domains alder, dShari, g and SgAs,6 are V-reduced. 
Moreover, v dDef = dpos. 
Proof. The first result follows from the fact that the disjunctive normal form of any 
assertion in one of the three considered abstract domains is equal to its conjunctive 
normal form. 
The inclusion V dDef C_ V ~¢eos follows from Lemma 5.6. The converse inclusion 
follows by observing that an assertion of deos is a conjunction of assertions in V dDef, 
and by computing the disjunctive normal form. [] 
A similar result on Pos has already been given in [18], using the approach based on 
closure operators. In [16] it is shown that the disjunctive completion of Pos is strictly 
more expressive than Pos. This result is considered somewhat surprising: indeed, one 
would expect hat an element {Fl . . . . .  Fk} of the disjunctive completion can be repre- 
sented by the propositional formula F1 V.--V Fk. This confusion is caused by the fact 
that the interpretation of a formula given by the concretization function is not equal 
to the interpretation i propositional logic, while we are used to interpret the logical 
connectives according to their standard semantics (in first-order logic). This confusion 
does not arise when one uses the assertion framework introduced in this paper for the 
design and the reasoning phase: indeed, it is easy to show that deo., is not closed under 
disjunction. 
9. Related work 
The standard techniques used for the comparative study of the properties represented 
by abstract domains are based on two equivalent approaches: Galois connections and 
closure operators. 
In the original approach [12], comparison of abstract domains is performed by means 
of the notion of abstraction, where an abstract domain is more abstract han another 
one if there is a Galois insertion from the first into the latter. This notion is weak- 
ened in [11], where the comparison is defined with respect o a given property, by 
means of the notion of quotient of one abstract domain with respect o another one, 
describing the part of the former abstract domain that is useful for computing the 
information described by the latter one. A similar analysis is possible by means of 
our assertion framework, where the domain and the property are first specified in the 
first-order language, and next factorized. Then the reduced product of the common 
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factors of the domains corresponds to the quotient of the domain with respect o the 
property. 
The approach based on closure operators has been employed in two recent works 
[8, 1 8], that investigate the 'inverse' of the two important operators on abstract domains, 
namely the reduced product and the disjunctive completion, respectively. In [8], this 
approach is used for investigating domain complementation in abstract interpretation, a 
kind of inverse of the reduced product. The authors formalize the concept of decompo- 
sition of an abstract domain, as a set of abstract domains whose reduced product yields 
the initial abstract domain and use the notion of pseudo-complement for decomposing 
abstract domains. The distinguishing feature of our approach from this work is the use 
of an assertion language for describing the properties of interest, and the explicit role 
of the set of considered program variables (or more generally of syntactic objects). As 
a consequence, domains are decomposed by inspecting the form of their assertions. The 
relative definition of conjunctive factorization is rather intuitive, since it resembles the 
notion of factorization of integers into pairwise prime factors: it is always applicable, 
and the resulting factors are 'disjoint'. This is not the case for the method based on 
the notion of pseudo-complement: thenotion of domain decomposition is introduced, 
that amounts to condition (c) of Definition 2.5, and the pseudo-complement D ~ C 
of a domain D with respect o another domain C is used to provide the (binary) 
decomposition (D ~ C, C) of D, where the factors are not necessarily 'disjoints'. 
In [ 1 8], the approach based on closure operators i  used for investigating the inverse 
of the operation of disjunctive completion. They introduce the notion of disjunctive 
basis for an abstract domain as the most abstract domain inducing the same disjunctive 
completion, and study the disjunctive basis of typical abstract domains used in abstract 
interpretation of functional and logic programming. In this paper we have introduced 
a similar notion, called V-reduced domain (on 50). The main difference is that here 
50 determines the granularity of the V-reduced domains, while in [18] all the closure 
operators on the concrete domain are considered. Moreover, the fact that 50 is a first- 
order assertion language guarantees that the disjunctive completion of a domain is equal 
to the disjunctive completion of a V-reduced omain. 
In the assertions of the first-order language described in Section 3 only a limited form 
of quantification is allowed. This is sufficient for describing a number of interesting 
abstract domains for the static analysis of logic programs. A more expressive first- 
order language has been recently introduced in [32], that allows to express and prove 
properties reagarding the sharing of variables between on-ground terms and their types. 
The abstract domains for logic programming analyzed in this work have been exten- 
sively studied in previous papers. In [10] it is proven that the part of Sharing describing 
groundness dependencies is contained in Pos. In [8] this result is strengthened by show- 
ing that this part coincides with Def, and that Sharing + is the pseudo-complement of 
Def in Sharing. We have shown how these results can be directly derived from the 
characterization f Sharing in assertion form. Moreover, we have obtained the finest 
(in 50) decomposition of Sharing. Finally, the factors of this decomposition have been 
used for other purposes, e.g. for comparing the expressiveness of the abstract domains. 
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In [4], the information on pair-sharing that can be expressed using the abstract 
domain Sharing is characterized, that is, information on sharing of pair of variables. 
The authors show that different elements of Sharing describe the same information 
on pair-sharing, and introduce a simpler abstract domain that characterizes pair-sharing 
information, by defining an equivalence relation on Sharing. 
The classes of Boolean functions used to represent Def and Pos have been analyzed 
in [9, 2, 3]. The difference from these works is that they focus on the representation, 
while we focus on the design and reasoning, by considering a syntactic haracterization 
of ~Def(Def) in first-order logic. 
A related work introduces the so-called abstract equation systems (cf. [6, 30]), where 
composite domains are defined using Sharing or ASub. In that proposal, elementary 
properties are specified by means of a lattice An of annotations. For instance, the 
authors consider the annotations lattice consisting of the three elements f ~< l ~< a, where 
f means free, l stands for linear, and a stands for any term. Moreover, a sharing 
component A is used, which is either Sharing or ASub. It is easy to characterize 
abstract equation systems in ~.  In abstract equations ystems, the distinction between 
abstract variables and variables is used. This corresponds to the distinction between 
logical and object variables used in our assertion framework. Each annotation of An, 
augmented with the bottom element ±, corresponds to a reduced abstract domain on L,¢. 
For example, I corresponds to the abstract domain .~4t~ine,r introduced in the previous 
section, f to ~¢Free, consisting of the conjunctions of atoms of the form var(x), and a 
to {true,false}. 
10. Conclusion 
In this paper a simple framework based on first-order logic has been proposed for 
the design of abstract domains for static analysis. We have introduced the notion of 
abstract domain on an assertion language, where the condition of closure under variance 
is considered. As a consequence, an abstract domain on an assertion language is less 
general than the standard notion of abstract domain in abstract interpretation. 
The correspondent of the operations of reduced product and disjoint completion of 
abstract domains have been defined in the assertion framework. Moreover, the notion 
of conjunctive factorization has been introduced, for decomposing abstract domains 
into 'disjoint' parts. This notion yields in general 'finer' decompositions, like the one 
of Sharing, due also to the requirement of disjointness of the factors. 
The usefulness of this framework has been illustrated by analyzing typical abstract 
domains for logic programming. 
The framework can also be used for defining operators on abstract domains. For 
instance, an important operator in abstract interpretation f logic programs is the 'pro- 
jection' away from the variables that are not in V. The projection operation corresponds 
to existential quantification ([28]). As one would expect, all the abstract domains for 
logic programming considered in this paper are closed under existential quantification. 
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The existential closure ~x (qS) with respect to a variable x of a domain ~b in ~¢~ (where 
stands for one of the domains for logic programming considered in the previous ec- 
tions) is the domain obtained from q~ by deleting all the conjuncts containing at least 
one free occurrence of x. For example, if ~b = ground(w) AVv(var(v) A share(v, y) 
share(v,z) V share(v,x)) then 3x(qS) is (equivalent to) ground(w). 
Finally, abstract domains in assertion form can be used for proving the correctness 
and optimality of a representation. For instance, in [7] a function called Reduce is used 
which yields the minimal representative of an element of the reduced product of ASub 
and Sharing, given an arbitrary representative. Reduce : ASub x Sharing---~ASub x 
Sharing maps an element ((G,R), A) into ((G',R'), A') where A' = {S c A IS n G = 13, 
Pairs(S) C R}, R' = R N (Us c ~,S x S), G' = {x E V Ix ¢ S for every S C A'}, and Pairs 
(S) = {(x, y) E S x S Ix, y distinct}. 
The representation f these domains by means of assertions can be used to prove 
that this definition is correct and optimal, (i.e, it provides the minimal representation). 
In fact, correctness amounts to proving that the following is an equivalence (in J/¢'): 
~:As,b( G,R ) A 8Sharing( A ) ~ eAs,b( G',R') A eSharing( At). 
Optimality amounts to proving the following two conditions: 
1. for every x in V: eAs~b(G',R') ~ ground(x) iff eSharinq(A') ~ ground(x); 
2. for every pair of distinct variables x, y of V: eAS, b(G',R I) ~ ~ share(x, y) iff eShari, u 
( A' ) ~ ~ share(x, y ). 
The proof of the above statements i not difficult, using the definitions of eShariny 
and 8ASuh. 
We conclude by mentioning some interesting topics for future work. The specific 
framework for logic programming could be applied for proving the correctness of ab- 
stract unification algorithms. This could be done by describing the unification by means 
of a suitable predicate transformer on L,e, in the style of [30], and by defining a trans- 
formation which reduces the considered abstract unification algorithm to an instance of 
the predicate transformer. However, this is not an easy task, for it is already difficult 
to design a specific correct abstract unification algorithm (see e.g. [6]). 
Another interesting topic that seems worth of investigation, is the study of the rela- 
tionship between abstract interpretations and proof methods. This topic has been tackled 
in the functional programming setting, where a domain-theoretic approach is used in 
[21] for proving that strictness analysis by abstract interpretation and non-standard 
type inference are equivalent. For logic programming, our framework could be used 
for defining a program logic for the comparison of data-driveness analysis using type 
inference (cf. e.g. [1]) and abstract interpretation (cf. [28]). 
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